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~atsoductioo 
Whenever a non-reactive shock passes .through a system which k capgble 

of undergoing an exothermic reaction, the high temperatye and pressure in 
the shock front may start the chemical reaction, and i t  is ppssibls that $he 
heat evolved, under suitable conditions, map support the wave, and a s ~ l f  
sustained stable shock propagste through the system. This @bock wave 
maintained by the heat of the reaction constitutes a stable detonation wave. 
The equations of conservation of mass, momentum and eneray, acrw, the 
wave give the well known Rankine Huginiot equation. The for&a,ti~n 
of an equation of stzte leaves the conditons behind the pure shook waye u&t- 
ermined. All that can be determined for example are the wave and particle 
velocities etc. for arbitrary compressions. For detonation however, z+~pbher 
relation becomes available by way of the hypdthesis stating th@ the t e r w  
conditions behind the detonation wave front corresposd t~ the coneci, ppjpt of 
the tangent to the Rapkine- Hugmiot curve, from the inititd,pginbiq, the-pp 
plane. This point corre~ponds to the m$.imum entropy c~ntent  of the godu.qt 
gases, and represents the most probable terminal state. This hypothesis first 
postulated by Chapman l and J ~ u g u e t , ~  enables the condit'ow behind the 
detonation wave front to b? completely detepined. T&,e authors determinedT 
these conditions for gaseous explosives assuming a perfect gas, equation for the 
products. The defonation velocity so determined was independant! of tbe 
rate of chemical reaction and solely depe.~ded upon the initial and the fin81 
states of the reacting molecules. 

The pressures developed in the detonation of gaseow esplosives are s ~ l d m  
more than a few hundred atmospheres, and hence the-perfect gas equation 
predicts the behaviour of product gases fairly well. The pressures resultipg 
from the detonation of liquid and solid explosives, however amopnft to sevezal' 
thousand atmospheres, and therefore due account of the gas imperfections 
has to be taken while formulating and equation of state suited to those condi- 
tions. The correct determination of gas composition entails corrections to 
ohemical equilibria as well. 

The first app1icat:on of the thepry to cobdeng-,d eqploa/ves, yielding 
entirely gaseous poducts w s made by Becker3 using an equation of state 
developed by himself, by fitting an equation to Amagats expermi-1 data 
on compressibility of N,, upto 3000 atmospheres. He however did not find 
any unique solution, and only determined different values of VOD for arbitrary 
temperatures. Later4 the approximate farm of the Vaq der Wmls equ~tion, 
usually named after Abel, with the assumption of a constant covolyge, was 
used. The temperature developed is mainly fixed by the heat of the explosion, 
and therefore when the value of the covolume is taken as four times the total 
molecular volume excluding molecular motion, the calculated values of the 
VOD by this equation, are overestimated as compared tcu the measured values. 
That-is because the product gases in the detonation wave front are vergT hi hly "a compressed and the actual tolume occupied by them is much less than t eir". 
total molecular volume excluding molecular motion, four times which is taken 
as the correction in the application of this equation of state. Attempts have 
therefore been made by Schmidt 4, Caldirola5 and Cook 6, to rather use the 
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theiry in the reverse way, in order to determi& the values of the covoIume 
from experimental data on different high eqlosives. While Schmidt calcula- 
ted these values ragarding covolume as a constant, the latter took into accpnnt 
its variation with the loading density of the explosive. The values so deter- 
mined were of course arbitrary without any physical significance. 

Considerable attention was paid toward3 improving th.e therodynamics 
of the debonation process in recent years specially during the last war. The 
work of Jones and Miller ' in England, and Kistia Kowsky and Breit Wiison 8 
in America, deserve special mention. The basis of Jones contribution is 
the following equation of state, of a very g~neral form namely 

v, n being the volume and the number of moles of the gaseous products only ; 
b, a and d being constarts indepsndsnt of tempsrature. With the assumption 
of the Sam? field of force for all gaseous molecules, Jones dstermined the values 
of b, c and d, by c o ~ p d s o n  with the exparimenhl data on VOD for loading 
densities ~ 1 . 5  gmlcc., and gave a neat analytical solution of the equations, 
for oxygen negative explasives, rielding both gaseous and solid products, 
aJso taking into account the interaction energy due to the repulsive forces 
between the product molecules. 

The later authors made similar calculations with an equation of state 
of much wider application nam-ely - 

K being a constant=ld.5, The assumption of the same field of force for all 
gaseous molecules is also implicit in this equqtion. . 

One of the first attempts taking account of different field of force for differ- 
ent chemical species, seems to be due to Paterson s, His is rather an absolute 
approach to the problem, as distinguished from Jones. He hhs employed, 
an equation of state in tbe virial. fsrm, with expansion in terms of N. The 

of the higher coefficients have b ?en substituted in terms of B, the second 
virial coefficient, a?s dete~mined by Boltzman Jeager and Happel. The numeri- 

value of B for gases uaed is the high temp3rature value a t  3500°K. For 
the mixture the value of the second coefficient is taken as a 1inea.r combination 
of B's for diffwent gases. 

The; object of the present attempt is to apply to the detonation process, 
a slightly modified version of the treatment of Corner lo as applied to pzo - 
pelbo+s. The basis af his trekttment in an eguation of state, with-expansion 
ia, tqrm of v, upto the third coefficient. He has tabulated values of I3 and 
C fgcS,different gases a t  different temperatures, calculatiny th2m on the basia 
Of Ler.,~ard-Jones potenjial of mobcul.~r i?terac;tior?, . 
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h order however to extend the validity of this equation of state to higher 
pressures as met with in high explosives, the expansion has t? be carried a 
step further; to include the coefficient D. In the absence of any tables for 
I) it has been taken to be=0.287 B 3. 

BASIC EQUATIONS. 

. Neglecting the effect of viscosity and heat conduction, the laws of con- 
servation of mass, momentuni, and energy lead to the following,well known 
equations :- 

E-H = i p  (vo- o) . . .  

where D is the velocity of detonation, (v, the specific volume ; p and v are 
the pressure and volume in the detonation wave front (the original pressure 
Po Of the explosive-being entirely negligible as compared to p)  ; E is the energy 
of the products both solid and gaseous, and H is. the energy of the reaction. 
The energy E is in general a function of temperature and pressure (or volume) 
and can be completely determined if the equation of state and the product 
composition is known. The knowledge of the composition of the producta 
enables H also to be determined. Thus with E and H known the curve, in 
P and v given by equation (3) can be constructed. This is known as the 
Rankine Huginiot curve. This curve represents the infinity of terminal 

possible, compatible with conservation laws, and hence corres- 
ponding to each value of (p, v) given by these points, there corresponds by 
virtue of the equation (2) a detonation velocity. The value of the velocity 
of detonation is uniquely fixed however, by the hypothesis of Chapman and 
Jouguet, and is taken to be the minimum of all the possible values, given by 
the contact point of the hangen$ to the Rankine Huginiot curve from the 
initial point. . 

Equation of Stste 
In the present calculations the following equation of state has been 

employed- 

. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
n ' 

(4) 

p being the pressure in atmospheres, v', m', the volume and number of moles 
of gaseGus products only, R the gas constant =82.06 at. cckm. moleldegree, 
T the absolute temperature ; b, c, d being the-second, tbird and fourth yirial 
coefficient for the mixture of gases. Their values in terms of those for indivi- 
dual gases have been taken as Xni Br, 3%; Ck and Y?'i Dh respectively, 
Bi, Ci and Di being the respective coefficients for the species i, mi being the 
number of its gm. moles. The value of Bls  and Cis have been taken as tabs- 
lated by Cornerlo, while Di bas been taken to be=0.287 B3i, 



Calculation of Enagy E and Heat of the Reaction H 

The iriternal energy E of .the products of explosion, with respect to the value 

a t  room temperature is given by T [ T  ($)b,;~] dvl + n.Es ... . (5)  

v 

where Es and n. refers to the energy and gm. moles of the solidproducts. Eva- 
Iqating the integral with the help of equation (4) we have 

I I 

E, being tthe temperature dependent part of the internal energy for the product 
i, and B,, Ct,  the derivative of Bi, C;, wrt temperature. In. the absence of 
any knowledge of D',, Di has to be regarded as a constant. 

In order to find out E completely as  SO H-the heat of the reaction, 
- the products must be known, which in turn can be worked out on the assump- 
tion of chenlical equilibria. 

For a reaction like 

Ai + A j  hij . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (7) 

. . . . . .  The condition for chemical equilibrium is given by 2pi=o - - (8) 
being the cheniical potential of the species i. 

X Pi pi L-. pi + RT log - .............. 
P+ " (9) 

pi- and p2- being the values of and pi in some standard state, pi being 
the partial pressure for the product i. At very high pressures we have 
instead of equation (9). 

)r 2'; ............... pi = pi + RT log -- (10) 
P+ 

p: being the fugacity of the species i in the mixture. Putting the value of 
pi in (8) above we have 

X 

K (T) .............. 
)r X (1 I) 
PC Pj 

where K(T) is purely a temperature funct,ion and is called the equilibrium- : 
constant of the reaction for the perfect gas condition. p: is given by 

. , 

n XT 
RT 1.p: = [, ($)w,Nj -?] de' $- KT 1% 2.- o' ..... .(12) 

8' 



with the help of equation (4) - I 

If on the other hand the mixture be considered as one hypothetical gas we 
have 

Ba, Ca, Da, being the value of thk coefficients averaged out for all the species 
present, and n the gm. moles of the mixture. With the assumption (14) 
p: reduces t e  the fugacity of the mixture pX and the $ m e  for all gases 
given by 

px = ( $ . ) ~ T e . g ,  [ 2 ( $ )  Ba + ; ( $ ) ' c a  

Equation (13) when substituted in equation (11) gives .- 

Equation (15) and equation (11) however do not give a "relation between 
ni, and nij, mless K is defined in terms of the partiaI pressures. If p is 
the total pressure and pd the partial pressure for produot .i we have 
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Aseumption in equation (14) implies 
X X X Y .  

P< - Pj Bij - P 
- - I - -  

Pi P .  P4j P 
So that equation (17) reduces to 

A few suitable equilibria among the products enables ni etc. to be deter- 
mined if K for each of the reactions is known. The correcti-on factor, as is 
evident from equation (16) involves nt and v', whiqh are known only if the com- 
position becomes known. With the assumption (14) however Kt ,  and 
hence composition from equation (18) gets determined with the knowledge 
of pX from equation (15).  This composition can be made use of to calculate 
K' for the next approximation. 

/ 

APPLIOATION TO T N T 
Calculatioq of the composition 

TNT is an example of an explosive with a live oxygen balance so that, 
carbon is expected to be present among the products af detonation in the 
mlid form. This fact alongwith the assumption that no nitrogen compounds 
are formed make it possible to write the decomposition of TNT, as 

where a, 8, 7, 8, e and q are the no. of gm. moles of Co,, Co, H,, 0 ,  H,, CH4 
sad of solid carbon respectively. In order to find out a, /3 etc. the following 
equilibria are oonsidered :- 

............ c + & 0 2 =  ~0 (20d) 
If Kl, K,, K, and K4 are the respective bquilibrium constants applica- 

ble to perfeot gas condition for these reactions, the following relations imme- 
diately enlerge by virtue of the equation (16) 
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4 .  

where 

$1 = ( $ ) A ~ + ( $ ~ g  +($)3% ........I.... (214 

AB = 2Bi  ............ @?b) 
AC = ZCi . . . . . . . . . . . .  (21c) 

............. AD = 2Di  (21d) 
3 ,  ' ,  

,$ rgfering to the req~tsnts of the water gas reaction 
2- 8. ;i . + ' - J  .$')f2'iB)J;.(7) f2(c) + (9)3f2(~) + 4  . . . .  :.. (224 

@ I -  

.............. f2  (B) = (~BH,  - BCHJ . (22b) 

fa (0) = (CE2 - * ( 3 ~ ~ 4 )  
' ... '. . . . . . . . .  (290) 

............ fi (D) = (8 D H ~  - Q DcH~) * . ' <-zM:) 

1 . -  

in which 

A== ( $ ) f . (~ )  + ($)'f,(~) + (-$J3f4.(D) - f 4 ........ (230) 
'otW! .. " . 
in which 5 

f a  (B) = (4 Bo, - Bco) - - ............ 
, - 

(23fl 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  j.1(q).=1t@*-t~p, ' I  ; . I - * - \I?%? 

, f4(D)=(QDo, ' -~DCO).  ' J  ............ (Bh) 

The equations (21), (22) and (23) alongwith the fogowing 
.> ............ e f a + i 3 + 7 = 7  . (24) 

* 

2 a + 2 8 + 4  e = 6  . , ............ (26) 

r * + 2 a + B  = ,6 -, ............ . liW ~ 14 
< .At  . , . 

(26) 
; 

determine the*oomposition rrt any temperaratbre. 
. 
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Oahlation of the Detonation Velocity 

From the finally calculated composition a t  a certain assumgd tePppem- 
tadre, the internal energy E ?>-- of tbe miqure of p r a d ~ t s , ~  and the heat of tbe 

.J*i . 
reaction H were determined with thi'help of the tables c'ompiled by ~ i i e  

and the Huginoit curve consCrubted, in t l i e b b l  h y ,  bf wo&& b-ackwarMLa 

tin the various quantities involved correspond to a particular l~gding density. 
the resrrlts of ca~c~lations are tabulated below.- 

' >  
- .  

' TABLE 

I OK. 

,-.&. 

% Loading 
density 
gms./co 

The temgeraturos ob$ai~ed are higher t h a ~  thoee found by Joncs, mfdle 

the p~essureg are lower, fpr the corresponding -loadink = bensities. The form 
which is the basis of these caloations, does no$ give 

iio the i n b  energy term, and benee results in h$&er t qrnpvratures 
Thg d i n s a t i o n  of +a1 coefficients chosen give % Iowa cornprcasibility 

factor and re looeer pressures, 

Detonation 
veloo* 

calculated 
met./sec: 

Detonation, 
%&oeity 1. 

observed 1 
&et./seo. 

Pressure 
:c.. , -&5 

Atm. x 10 
, ;i 
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